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Is advertising good or bad in our life?  

 Some studies would lead us to believe that we are being constantly bombarded with 

advertising messages. It's everywhere. On our phones, our laptops, and tablets, in restrooms, on 

buses, trains...you name it, there's probably an ad on it.  When it comes to advertising, it seems to 

me that it’s very exaggerated and unreliable. 

 First of all, I think a lot of commercials are useless and meaningless.  Most advertisers out 

there are pushing people to buy products which are unnecessary.  For example, the commercial is 

persuading you to buy more products or food because you could get another one for free. The 

consumers would actually do it since they think they can take a great advantage of this once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity.  Besides, here’s another instance—-the ads would read: “The more products 

you buy, the more discounts you get.”  For saving money or getting benefits, the consumers also 

make a decision of buying more products.  It’s obvious that people think they are taking advantages 

but at the same time little do they know they are actually spending more and more money on the 

things that they don't need.  

 Additionally, I hate advertisements because most of them don’t really make sense.  Some 

advertisers like making fun of mistakes that people usually make as the idea for ads and some tend 

to exaggerate the products they sell, which always makes me think that I’m deceived.  Take my own 

experience as an illustration, few days ago, I saw an advertisement of sneakers and it said:” The 

sneakers they sell are the best in the world. Once you wear them on your both feet, you would get 

the real feeling of walking.” And even the word like”Only when you wear the slippers we make do 

you understand how to walk.”  Two weeks after buying them, I found a big hole on the sole and 

many cracks on other parts.   

 To conclude, you could say that sometimes TV advertising provides people with 

information, future TV programs, events, news, or movies.  However, when I see commercials, I 
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always think that all my time is going to be taken up with those destructive things. Particularly I 

hate them while I’m watching videos on Youtube because there is always advertising popping up, 

which is exceedingly annoying and bothering.  That’s why I consider advertising a pest in our life.  
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